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WHY PINTEREST

W  e’ve all heard Pinterest is good for business, 
but why? 

1.   250 million users on Pinterest. 93% of these users 
have used the platform to plan, research or make 
purchases. 

2.  72% of users say that Pinterest inspires them to 
shop when they weren’t even looking. 

3. Proportionally, Pinterest drives more traffic to 
shopping sites than social platforms. 

There is good evidence that the claims that Pinterest is 
the highest referral of traffic are true!

Pinterest isn’t social it is searchable. A prettier version of 
Google if you will. 

One piece of content can bring your website constant traffic, even years later. If you are looking 
for a marketing strategy that will bring your results on a consistent basis then Pinterest is your best 
friend. 

When you start with a strategy that funnels viewers from Pinterest, through your various offers and 
then leads them to your desired goal (purchase, email list signup, service inquiry). Let Pinterest do 
the work, so you can get eyes on your brand. 

PLAY THE LONG GAME.

HOW TO USE THIS MARKETING KIT.
This Marketing Kit is designed to be interactive, as you progress take a few moments to make 
notes in the worksheets and follow the Quick Action Tips. At the end of the day it is consistency 
that moves your marketing efforts forward.
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PINTEREST STRATEGY ROAD MAP

By following the road map in this Pinterest Marketing Kit, you can go from randomly pinning your content 
to Pinterest to a well developed plan that you can start implementing in your business today. It doesn’t 
have to be complicated, focus on keeping things simple and being consistent. This is the key to winning 
at marketing. 

PINTEREST 
SETUP

UPDATE 
TEMPLATES

SETUP 
FUNNELS☐ Business profile

☐ Claim your website
☐ Apply for Rich Pins
☐ Profile Description
☐ Brand Consistency

☐ Brand colors
☐ Font selection
☐ Call to actions
☐ Copy templates to your Canva 

account

☐ Choose your #1 Pinterest Goal
☐ Brainstorm how to move your 

audience from unaware to aware
☐ Setup chosen funnel
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SPEAK TO YOUR 
TARGET AUDIENCE

MAINTENANCE & 
CONSISTENCY

MONITOR & 
TWEAK

☐ Setup a schedule to be active on 
the Pinterest platform

☐ Signup for a Tailwind Free Trial
☐ Add all your content to a Tailwind 

Tribe

☐ Clarify who your audience is
☐ Define words they use
☐ Research Keywords
☐ Use Pinterest Hashtags

☐ Download Analytics 
Dashboard

☐ Record initial metrics
☐ Record metrics every quarter
☐ Make decisions on 

future content based on 
performance of existing 
content
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PINTEREST SETUP

Let’s start our journey by making sure your Pinterest account is setup for conversion. 

There is always a lot of debate whether switching from a personal profile to a business profile is worth 
it. There are fears that a business profile, whether on Pinterest or Instagram, hides your content in the 
alogrithym and forces you to pay for exposure. I don’t subscribe to this fear based mentality. Create 
content that users engage with and your content will be seen. The power of a business profile lies in the 
analytics. 

How can you know that your content is performing well if you don’t have any analytics? You can’t.

How to convert your Pinterest account to a business account: 
1. Login to your current Pinterest account
2. Go to pinterest.com/business/convert
3. Fill out your business name and your website
4. Click “Create Account” 

BUSINESS PROFILE. 

Once you have a Pinterest Business account is that you can claim your website. When you claim your 
website, every time someone pins something from your website you will always be linked and credited. 
Plus the statistics will be available to you. Win, win. 

How to claim your website: 
1. Click on the ... in the top right corner and click Settings
2. Under the category Claim Website, enter your website URL and click Claim
3. Either Add HTML tag or if you have a common website host follow these instructions directly from 

Pinterest (https://help.pinterest.com/en/business/article/claim-your-website) 

CLAIM YOUR WEBSITE.

A rich pins show extra information directly on the Pin, they add details to products, articles and recipes. 
They work by adding meta tags to your website and having Pinterest confirm their validity. This is not 
necessary for everyone, but if your content is articles, recipes or products it could be worth the extra 
setup. 

How to apply for rich pins: 
1. On your product, article or recipe add mark up to the page with rich meta tags
2. Use Pinterest’s Rich Pin Validator to make sure everything is working correctly. 
3. In the Rick Pin Validator, once the everything is correct, there will be an apply button.
4. Click on Apply. Pinterest says they process your application in 24 hours.

APPLY FOR RICH PINS.
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You only have 160 characters to show visitors what you are about. Keep it simple and follow the 
Problem, Solution, Reward framework:
Problem your audience has: 

How you solve their problem: 

How do they feel afterwards: 
i.e relieved, happy

Make a sentence out of the problem, solution and reward above. 

PROFILE DESCRIPTION.

We all know it is important to keep your branding consistent across various platforms, Pinterest is no 
exception. Make sure your profile matches your brand with the following steps.

Steps to Brand Consistency on Pinterest
1. Utilize Board Covers that match your brand colors and fonts (This kit includes Canva templates 

for Board Covers)
• Pin each of your new Board Covers to their Pinterest Board
• Open each board from your Pinterest Profile
• Tap the pencil (edit button) at the top of the page (I find this easier on a mobile device)
• Under the Cover category click Change
• Select the Board Cover image from your pinned images on that board
• Click Done in the top right corner

2. Utilize Featured Board
• Create a Board specifically for your Blog Posts/Marketing Content/Freebies
• These featured boards (up to 5)  will scroll when visitors land on your profile
• Click the ... at the top right of your Pinterest
• Click settings
• Scroll down to the Profile category and click Edit next to Featured Boards
• Select the Boards you want to feature and click save

3. Set a Featured Board for your Profile Header
• Take your brand consistency to the next level by creating a specific mood board for your 

brand (with your colors, images that suite your brand)
• Or, feature your popular content that will capture the eye of visitors
• Click on the pencil button on the top of the header on your profile 
• Select a specific board to feature or feature your latest pins on Pinterest or Recent Pins from 

your website

INCORPORATE BRAND CONSISTENCY.
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STRATEGIC PIN DESIGN

When designing the pins you are going to use for your brand, it’s important to keep a few things in mind. 

• Your website URL at the bottom of the pin, ideally within a box that is 100 pixels high
• 2:3 aspect ration, a fancy word for keeping your pin 1000 pixels wide by 1500 long. Pins with 

an aspect ratio of greater than 2:3 could get cut off in the Pinterest feed
• Save your pin as a PNG or a JPEG file
• File size should be under 10 Mb
• Use a consistent color palette, between all your pin templates 
• Use consistent graphics, so users can distinguish your pins across the platform

BASICS.

Have you ever scrolled through Pinterest and noticed it started to look all the same? The thing with 
design trends is a lot of brand start to look similar. Light airy, white, blush and gold anyone? 

When designing your pins brighten up your brand colors a little bit. You want to catch the viewers eye. 
Which pin on the feed stands out to you the most? 

STAND OUT.

OR

Make it your goal to break up the feed with your pins so you catch the eye of every user. Think of your 
funnel, the more eyes you can get on your Pin will help you move more people through your funnel.

Brainstorm colors, fonts and styles that can help your pin stand out: 
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Invite your readers to take the next step by using a call to action on each and every one of your pins. A 
call to action is really just a fancy word to say tell the user what you want them to do. Click, Learn More,  
Get. 

Use a call to action on the graphic and in your pin description.  Here’s a few examples of calls to actions 
you can use: 

• Get your free list of
• Click here to become
• Get results from
• Stop everything and
• Are you doing this wrong? Find out
• Get exclusive access
• Get the secrete formula
• Yes, I want
• Start your journey towards
• Reserve your spot now
• Get started
• Download Now

USE A CALL TO ACTION.

TAKE ACTION.
Put a * beside the calls to action that you 
could use with your current pins.

I love handwritten, cursive and calligraphy as much as the next girl, but it is honestly not your friend on 
Pinterest. Since users are scrolling through their feed quickly, you want your message to be easy to read, 
even at a glance. Cursive, handwritten or calligraphy fonts just aren’t as easy to read at a glance as a san 
serif or serif font. 

You will want to use fonts that match your current branding, but if part of your branding is a cursive font. 
Switch it out for a san serif font for your Pinterest Pins. Try to stick to 2/3 fonts maximum. 

Easy to read font combinations: 

MAKE IT EASY TO READ.

The fonts I am going to use on my Pinterest Pins are: 
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USING THE CANVA TEMPL ATES

TAKE ACTION.
Update existing Pinterest Pins with your new 
design

1. Click the button above to access the Canva 
Conversion Pinterest Templates

2. Save a copy to your Canva account by clicking 
File in the top left corner and then clicking Make 
a Copy (this is important or else you are going 
to be editing the original files!)

3. Edit the templates!

CANVA PIN TEMPL ATE S

MAKE A COPY 
Save a copy to your own Canva account, 

otherwise you will be making all your edits to 
the master file that everyone can see! 

Canva allows you to create designer graphics without the learning curve of using Adobe Photoshop or 
Illustrator. Plus you can use many of the Canva features for free! 

The Canva Conversion Pinterest Templates are use design strategies that make your pins more readable, 
should encourage viewers to take action. By using the strategies in this Marketing Kit with the templates 
you will be able to build a strong Pinterest strategy. 

FIRST STEPS.

Once saved to your own Canva account update 
the template with your brand colors and fonts that 
you chose on page 8 and 9. Save the template with 
these colors and fonts. That way when you create 
your next blog post or product you just need to update the wording on the templates and save! 

CANVA BOARD  TEMPL ATE S
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The Canva Conversion Pinterest Templates include 12 Pin style templates for you to use. Depending on 
what your pin is linking to. Try to use a few different styles for each blog post/product/page you are linking. 
This way you can see what is converting best with your audience and increase conversions. 

USE: To promote blog posts or content
LINK: Directly to the content (blog post, podcast, etc.) 

USE: To promote blog posts or content
LINK: Directly to the content (blog post, podcast, etc.)

USE: Products or Opt-Ins
LINK: Directly to the opt-in or shop page 

http://www.larchandlake.com
http://www.instagram.com/larchandlake
http://www.pinterest.com/larchandlake
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PINTEREST FUNNEL

Step one when crating your Pinterest strategy is to define your goal. It’s hard to be effective at a million 
different things, even though we think that we are being effective when multi-tasking, we really aren’t. 

BROWSING PINTEREST

CLICKS ON OR SAVES 
YOUR PIN

CLICKS LINK ON 
YOUR PIN

DESIRED 
ACTION

LANDS ON 
BLOG POST/ 
SALES PAGE/ 

OPT-IN

FUNNEL BASICS.
The idea of a funnel is that your potential client moves from 
unaware of your product/business and you guide them through a 
funnel where they become more aware and ultimately purchase 
your products or services. As the funnel tightens the client is 
more aware of your offerings, Those who are not your target 
audience will drop off. So when you get to the bottom of the 
funnel you have highly engaged audience, who is aware of your 
offerings and willing to invest in your products or services. 

It can be easy to get overwhelmed with all the marketing “funnel 
speak and strategies. Don’t over complicate it. Aim to lead your 
potential client on a journey from being unaware of who you are 
to aware and ready to purchase. 

The starting point of developing a funnel is understanding what 
the end goal is. On the next two pages you will find example 
funnels of common goals. Feel free to swipe the funnel examples 
if they align with your business goals or use them as a jumping 
off point to build out your own funnel. 

Either way, set up your #1 goal on Pinterest and start mapping 
out what your funnel will look like. Page 15 gives you ample room 
to brainstorm your funnel.

#1 GOAL.
My #1 goal for using Pinterest as a marketing tool is:
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Pinterest is a great avenue to get more eyes on your product pages. Use this funnel with multiple 
variations of pins (different mockups/colors/calls to action/etc). 

When using this goal, watching your analytics is key. Where are potential customers falling out of the 
funnel. Watch for where they are falling out and tweak your copy, images and client journey. Watch for 
areas you can improve or tighten the process. 

GOAL: PRODUCT SALES.

PIN WITH PRODUCT/
MOCKUP

CLICKS LINK 
TO SALES PAGE/
PRODUCT PAGE

ADDS PRODUCT TO 
CART

PRODUCT SOLD!
POP THE BUBBLY!

CONTINUE TO 
NURTURE VIA 

EMAIL LIST

The key when using your Pinterest funnel to promote leads and inquires is to demonstrate your expertise 
to potential customers. Do this by leading viewers through multiple blog posts, explaining the why behind 
your work, and identifying how your expertise can guide them through their problem. 

These viewers most likely will not inquire on the first visit to your website. They will find you, like your 
work, follow on social media and when they feel comfortable with your brand they will reach out. 

The end game here is long term engagement, ultimately leading to a sale. 

GOAL: LEADS/INQUIRIES.

PIN WITH LINK TO 
YOUR BLOG POST

CLICKS TO YOUR 
BLOG POST (RELATES 
TO YOUR EXPERTISE)

ENCOURAGE CLICKS 
TO RELEVANT BLOG 

POSTS

ENCOURAGE MORE 
ENGAGEMENT ON 

INSTAGRAM

REGULAR CALL TO 
ACTIONS, LEADING 
TO  CONTACT PAGE

http://www.larchandlake.com
http://www.instagram.com/larchandlake
http://www.pinterest.com/larchandlake
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If growing your email list is your main goal, there are two slightly different funnels that you can use to 
leverage your opt-in with Pinterest. 

1. Lead the viewer to a blog post that has your opt-in incorporated, in a content upgrade 
style (where the freebie given to a subscriber builds on the information in your blog post). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Lead the user directly to the opt-in. This works when the user can easily see the value in the freebie.  
 
 
 

 

What to include in your pins: 
• Clear Description of  your freebie (screenshot/description/how this answers their need)

PIN WITH LINK TO 
YOUR BLOG POST

CLICKS TO YOUR 
BLOG POST

CONTENT UPGRADE 
& SUBSCRIBES

SEND THE 
FREEBIE

NURTURE VIA 
EMAIL LIST

PIN WITH LINK TO 
YOUR BLOG POST

CONTENT UPGRADE 
& SUBSCRIBES

SEND THE 
FREEBIE

NURTURE VIA 
EMAIL LIST

GOAL: GROW YOUR EMAIL LIST.

If you are a blogger, who works with partners or revenue source is from advertisements then increasing 
your web traffic is key. 

The key to this goal is consistently finding new viewers who are unaware of your brand, having them 
engage with your brand (click advertisements or click on affiliate links) and finally get them to follow your 
brand and return to your website.

GOAL: INCREASED WEBSITE TRAFFIC.

PIN WITH LINK TO 
YOUR BLOG POST

CLICKS TO YOUR 
BLOG POST (RELATES 
TO YOUR EXPERTISE)

ENGAGES WITH 
YOUR CONTENT 

AND PAID CONTENT

REPIN YOUR 
CONTENT TO 
PINTEREST

FOLLOWS YOUR 
BRAND AND STAYS 

COMMITTED TO 
READING YOUR 

BLOG
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DESIRED RESULT:

______________________________

UNAWARE

Use this blank funnel to plan out your audience’s path to your desired goal. Use this as a resource when 
you are planning new content. 
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TARGET AUDIENCE

Use this Mad Libs Style formula below to describe your target audience. 

My target audience’s name is ___________ and ___ years old. Their friends and family describes them 

as _____________ (adjective). 

_________ (name) is at ___________ (lifestage) single/married/kids/entrepreneur/corporate career/. 

Some of their favorite things include: 

But they really don’t like ___________ (dislike), ___________ (dislike), and ___________ (dislike). 

And if you asked ____________ (name) what their values would be, they would say _____________ 

(value), _____________ (value), and  _____________ (value). 

When shopping they prioritize price, quality or ease (circle one). 

When _______ looks into the future they dream of __________ and ___________. ____________ 

(your brand) can help them achieve these dreams by ___________________. 

The number one social app they use is: ________________. 

When _________ finds my website I want them to feel __________ (adjective). They will identify most 

with _____________. 

Their biggest struggle right now is _____________________________________________________

________________ and _____________ (your brand) can solve their problem by ________________

____________________________________________________.

CLARIFY.

In marketing it is always necessary to identify your target audience. You need to know who you are 
speaking to, the problem they have, the words they identify with and the style they gravitate to. Use the 
following worksheet to identify and hone your target audience on Pinterest. 
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Think of the kind of a client who enables you to create your best work, gives you total creative freedom, 
or just gets what your brand stands for and resonates with it! You want to find more clients/customers like 
this right? 

Research 3 real people who fit into your target audience profile, look at their Instagram, their website (if 
applicable). You want to get a feel for the words they use in everyday conversation. 

Answer the following questions for each of your real ‘target audience’ research subjects:

What words does she use to describe herself?  
 

 
 

When she posts on social media she uses these trendy words: 

DEFINE.

TAKEAWAYS.

Yes Words No Words

Take everything you have learned in this exercise and decide which words will appeal to your target 
audience, these are your “yes words” which you will use more. Then use the “no words” less. 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH

Do you feel like you are always being told keywords are important? But for some reason doing the 
research on finding keywords seems like an extra step that is not necessary. 

If you really want to take your strategy to the next level, researching and using relevant keywords is 
essential in creating Pins that not only get ‘pinned’ but also get clicked. The more people who find your 
pin, the more people start at the top of your funnel and there should be more people who make their way 
to the bottom of the funnel. 

TAKE ACTION.
1. Research keywords for your existing pins
2. Update the descriptions and titles
3. Add at least 4 hashtags to each of your existing pins

QUICK SEARCH.
Use the search feature in Pinterest to determine common phrases that people are using. 

1. Open Pinterest and click on the search box
2. Type in the topic of your pin
3. Let Pinterest auto-populate suggestions. 
4. Write down Pinterest’s suggestions. These are common 

phrases that users are typing in

For example if I search Pinterest Marketing the suggestions 
are Pinterest marketing tips, marketing strategy, and how to 
use. Write down the suggestions to use in your pin title and 
description. 

Try it yourself, write down Pinterest’s auto suggestions for your 
topic. 
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Brainstorm a few hashtags topics that are relevant to your Pinterest content.

PINTEREST #HASHTAGS.

PIN DESCRIP TIONS

There are two places for searchable written text in Pinterest, your 
title and the pin description. These fields are where you have a 
chance to place keywords, so your pin is found when users are 
searching on Pinterest.

Hashtags are an under utilized feature of Pinterest. Think of hashtags as a way to find similar pins, instead 
of finding specific pins. So when you are brainstorming the hashtags you are going to use think about the 
topic that the user is going to be searching for. 

MAKE IT A SENTENCE.
Use the keywords/key terms above and make one or two sentences. Remember to keep things simple 
and to the point.  Blend the keywords with the target audience words you brainstormed on pages 16 
and 17. Try and get a few of the keywords and your target audience words into the pin description, but 
remember to keep the sentence readable. Clarity and simplicity beats unreadable and full of keywords 
that don’t make sense. 
Pin Title: 

Pin Description: 

100 characters or less

500 characters. Only the first 50-60 characters of the pin description will show up in the feed, so put your 
most important copy first. 

PIN TITLE 
Keep this short and to the point. Most users will not 
read this title, but  uses it to display search results.

PIN DESCRIPTION
You want the  most important information first, most 

users will not click on the more button.

# # # #
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MAINTENANCE & CONSISTENC Y

Keeping active on Pinterest is an important piece of your marketing strategy. Step 1 of a Pinterest Marketing 
Strategy is creating the content that gets people to your website. Step 2 is to stay active on Pinterest and 
grow your following. The more eyes on your content, the better chance of getting them to your website. 

MAINTAIN.

How does maintaining a presence on Pinterest help you? When you find and pin quality content to your 
board Pinterest will recommend your boards to people who are pinning similar content. Think of the Also 
Pinned to pop up that you sometimes get. This is another way to bring exposure to your brand and your 
content. 

CONSISTENCY.

Websites like Pinterest, Facebook and Instagram like when they have more users online. They sell 
advertising and the more users are on their platform at a certain time increases how much they can 
charge for advertising. There are probably a million more reasons why they want you spending time on 
the platform but I find most people get this example. 

Showing up on the Pinterest shows you are engaged. While 
you should determine how many pins you would like to share 
a day, Tailwind the Pinterest scheduling software, says that 
follower growth generally increases as you pin more, but after 
50 pins per day there is no real increase. Also, engagement 
suffers after 50 pins. 

Brainstorm how you can show up better on Pinterest:

What could you own schedule look like? 
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TAILWIND. 

The easiest way I have found to maintain consistent schedule on Pinterest is to use Tailwind to schedule 
content. 

Tailwind uses a smart schedule, which means these are the best times to pin. All you need to do is find 
content and Tailwind will automatically place it into the schedule. 

You can add more time slots if you want, or stick with the minimum suggested. 

TRIBES. 
Tailwind Tribes are the easiest way to find 
relevant content to pin to your boards. 

How to use Tribes: 
1. Scroll through Tribes, when you find 

content you want to share start typing 
in the board that you want to pin it to 

2. Click Add to Queue 
3. Tailwind will populate this content into 

your schedule

I try to schedule all my content for the 
entire month

Add your content and pins to Tribes so 
others in the group can start pinning it 
to their account, this will broaden your 
reach. 

TAKE ACTION.
If you are not already using Tailwind, sign up for a 100 Pin 
Free trial. Record your stats before and after the trial to 
make sure it will be a good investment for you. Click here! 
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ANALY TICS

Install the Larch & Lake Google Analytics Dashboard so you can easily track the success of your Pinterest 
Marketing efforts. Click on the link below, select the “View” in Google Analytics that you would like to use 
(hint: your website) and click Create. Access the Dashboard by clicking on the Customization Tab and 
then Dashboards.

ANALY TICS DASHBOARD

One of the keys of marketing successfully is keeping an eye on what is working and what isn’t. Leave 
behind what isn’t working and replicate what is. 

THE DASHBOARD.

In an effort to keep things simple, the Larch & Lake Pinterest Conversion Google Analytics Dashboard 
records the following information. 

1. Total Website Sessions from Pinterest
2. Most Popular Content
3. Age range of Audience
4. Computer vs. Mobile
5. Percentage of Users by Source (where they came from)
6. Users by Country (can be filtered more specifically if you business is more regional)

HOW TO USE THESE METRICS.

Total Website Sessions
How much traffic is actually 
coming from Pinterest. This 
is the number that matters 
beyond the vanity metric of 
Pinterest Monthly Viewers. 
Are people clicking to your 

Website from Pinterest? 

Most Popular Content
Which blog posts/content are 
bringing the most traffic. Use 
the popular topics to create 

new content, add email 
opt-ins and calls to action to 

these popular posts.

Age Range of Audience
Helpful if your target 

audience is of a specific 
age range, while not 100% 

accurate this is a great 
metric to make sure your 
content appeals to your 

target audience. 

Computer vs. Mobile
Helpful statistic to know 
when creating content, 

updating your website and 
designing graphics. 

Percentage of Users by 
Source

This shows how many users 
are coming from which 

source. Spend your time on 
the platforms that bring the 
most users to your website.

Users by Country
Watch this metric to make 

sure your content appeals to 
the location of your clients. 
If your business is regional, 
this is a good way to see 

if regional content / SEO is 
bringing the right audience. 

You may be asking, what is the value of knowing these things. The data in these metrics will help you 
make better decisions on what types of content to produce and what your audience finds valuable. 
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METRICS TO MONITOR.
You will want to keep track of your metrics, so you can see how effecting your marketing is. Don’t make 
any decisions to quickly, give your efforts at least 3 months to see what is working. As much we think 
things are instant, no results can be seen overnight. 
 
Record your analytics 3 months from your start date.

Date: 

Total Website 
Sessions from 
Pinterest

Most Popular 
Content

Age Range of 
Audience

Computer vs. 
Mobile

% Of Users by 
Source 

Most popular 
source:
Users by Country

Pinterest Strategy Start Date: 
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